Walcott Rest Park WWTP

The Department of Transportation
of the State of Indiana operates a
small WWTP at a rest stop in
North Western Indiana. Removing
the solids from the digester represented a problem for managing this
plant due to the increases in fuel
charges associated with pumping
out, hauling and dewatering sludge
from the small digester. The solution chosen was the Blue River
Technologies Self Contained Dewatering Package and a 4 yard
front load container system. The
sludge can now be pumped as a liquid from the digester of the plant, treated
with a flocculant and pumped into the container where the water is drained out
of the bag into a sump and then returned as clean water back to the plant. Now
the solids are picked up as needed by a front load trash truck and hauled out to
the local landfill. The container is fitted with a new container bag and the process is repeated as needed. The standard 4 yard container bag will hold about
6500 lbs of dewatered solids when full and these solids easily pass the paint filter test required by the landfill.

A submersible pump is lowered into one of the two small
digesters and the sludge is
pumped up to the polymer
makedown and mixing unit
located at the end of the
plant. The system is hard
piped up to the end of the
package plant.

This small package plant uses
the Blue River Technologies
Self Contained Polymer mixing and injection system.
The polymer makedown unit
is enclosed in an enclosure
equipped with heat strip and
lighting. The polymer supply
is a 5 gallon container that
fits neatly in the bottom of
the enclosure. Polymer is
made down and injected into
the sludge line and mixed
with the sludge with a flocculant mixing tube fixed to the
top of the system. From
there the flocked sludge is
pumped into the container
bag staged a few feet from
the polymer unit. Water
flows out of the bag, out of
the container thru drain ports
and then captured by the
sump located under the container and returned to the
plant.

The Blue River Technologies Self
Contained System has everything
needed to mix and inject the polymer
solution into the sludge stream. The
neat polymer is pumped from the container with a peristaltic pump that can
be adjusted to meet the requirement of
the plant. Everything is completely
enclosed and a strip heater is included
to provide heat for the winter months.
Heat tracing is included on all the
outside plumbing.

The container is fitted for dewatering by placing polypropylene drain pipes across the bottom and then adding drainage
netting across the bottom and up
the sides. All the netting and
drain pipes are secured in the
hopper with aluminum strips or
angles with stainless steel fasteners.
When the system is set up properly with
the correct flocculant and dosage rate the
effluent that flows from the bag will be
crystal clear, returned to the plant as
clean liquid with 99% of the solids removed and captured in the bag. When
the bag is full the operator notifies the
waste hauler and the container is picked
up and the bag emptied into the waste
haulers truck. A new bag is installed and
the process repeated.

The system includes a sample valve to check the condition of the
flocked sludge that is being pumped into the bag. Using the correct
flocculant and adjusting the pumping rate to the optimum dosage rewards the operator with a dryer cake and more gallons dewatered per
bag used. The total number of gallons that can be dewatered with this
system depends on the solids content of the sludge stream.

The bags come to the plant with zip ties included to allow the operator
to secure the fill hose to the fill port of the bag. The entire system fits
into an area that is only 20 feet by 25 feet and could be even less than
that if space is a problem. This system cuts the cost of solids removal
at this plant substantially and in addition the operator now can remove
solids without worry as to when the truck will arrive.

